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Experimental implementation of wavefront sensorless
real-time adaptive optics aberration correction control loop

with a neural network

Minzhao Liu, David N. Lopez and Gabriel. C. Spalding

Illinois Wesleyan University, Dept. of Physics, 1312 Park Street, Bloomington, IL 61701 USA

ABSTRACT

Recently, deep neural network (DNN) based adaptive optics systems were proposed to address the issue of
latency in existing wavefront sensorless (WFS-less) aberration correction techniques. Intensity images alone are
sufficient for the DNN model to compute the necessary wavefront correction, removing the need for iterative
processes and allowing practical real-time aberration correction to be implemented. Specifically, we generate the
desired aberration correction phase profiles utilizing a DNN based system that outputs a set of coefficients for
27 terms of Zernike polynomials. We present an experimental realization of this technique using a spatial light
modulator (SLM) on real physical turbulence-induced aberration. We report an aberration correction rate of 20
frames per second in this laboratory setting, accelerated by parallelization on a graphics processing unit. There
are a number of issues associated with the practical implementation of such techniques, which we highlight and
address in this paper.

Keywords: Adaptive optics, spatial light modulator, aberration, neural network

1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive optics (AO) utilizing deformable mirrors (DM) or spatial light modulators (SLM) have been extended
in recent years to improve the performance of various optical systems, by removing phase distortions from incom-
ing light.1–3 Such systems are now used in astronomical imaging, microscopy, and free-space communication. In
astronomy, it is common for the incoming wavefront to be directly measured by a wavefront sensor (WFS),4 but
in a number of other application areas, this can become impractical; in such cases required compensation can,
instead, be inferred from intensity images, which would be called a wavefront sensorless (WFS-less) approach.
Conventional WFS-less techniques can be various model-free search algorithms,5–9 or algorithms that incorpo-
rate the expected characteristics of aberration phase profiles based upon physical models of turbulence.10–12 One
advantage of WFS-less aberration correction is a lower implementation cost, but a key limitation is that con-
ventional approaches require multiple iterations or measurements for the system to converge, with each iteration
or measurement supplying additional information about the aberration phase profile.5 Thus, one limitation of
conventional WFS-less systems is that the need for iterations leads to delays, which makes them unsuitable for
real-time aberration correction, a necessity for applications such as free-space communication.

The problem of finding the complex phase of light from intensity after a Fourier lens is an inverse problem
that does not have deterministic solutions, since incomplete information is provided (amplitude and phase would
be sufficient to find the solution by Fourier transform). However, approximate solutions can be found, and this
task is suitable for a deep neural network (DNN) due to the universal approximation theorem: “a feed-forward
network with a single hidden layer containing a finite number of neurons can approximate continuous functions
on compact subsets of Rn....”.13 Previous works14–16 have shown, using simulation, that DNN based models
can reduce aberration with millisecond latency without the need for iterations, thereby opening up a wider
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range of applications to real-time WFS-less aberration correction. Obtaining images at different focal positions,
simultaneously, provides more information, further improving the performance of the network.15,16

We implemented the algorithm using an SLM for phase compensation. One challenge of implementing the
DNN method lies in generating high-resolution phase profiles fast enough for real-time aberration correction even
though all necessary information can be obtained from the neural network quickly, which suggests the use of a
GPU for data parallelization. Here, Tensorflow, CUDA, and Numba Python libraries are used.

2. THEORY

2.1 Mathematical description of the optical system
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Figure 1. Unfolded schematic. At the object plane, the optical field (shown above in an intensity map) is approximately
an impulse function, with uniform phase. Traversal of turbulent media yields, at the pupil plane, a complex field: the
field map (shown above) shows phase distortion via a 0−2π color map (this example shows coma aberration). The image
plane field is the Fourier transform of the pupil plane field (shown above is the amplitude of the point spread function,
with coma aberration).

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of relevant optical planes and components. Let U(x0, y0) be the field distribution
in the object plane, where x0, y0 are transverse coordinates within that plane. In the scalar approximation, the
optical field distribution at the pupil plane is completely described by an amplitude profile A(x′, y′) and a phase
profile Φ(x′, y′), where x′, y′ are the transverse position coordinates within the pupil plane. It is this phase profile
that describes the wavefront aberration.

Let us denote this pupil plane field as P (x′, y′), where:

P (x′, y′) = A(x′, y′)eikΦ(x′,y′), (1)

and k is the wavenumber of the laser. Ignoring the scaling effects of our optical system, the intensity distribution
on the camera is:17

I(x, y) = |U(−x0,−y0) ∗ F(P (x′, y′))|2, (2)

where x, y are coordinates of the image plane, F is the Fourier transform operator and * is the convolution
operator. In our case, U is taken to be an impulse function since our object is a pinhole, which simplifies our
expression for I to:

I(x, y) = |F(P (x′, y′))|2. (3)

Zernike polynomials form a complete orthogonal basis set on the unit disk, and the first few terms describe
commonly discussed aberrations in optical systems such as coma, astigmatism, etc. This makes them attractive
as basis functions of our phase profiles of a Gaussian beam. Hence, our transverse phase profile will be written
as:

Φ(x′, y′) =
∑
j

ajZj , (4)



where Zj is the jth Zernike polynomial in Noll’s18 convention. However, not all arbitrary phase profiles are equally
likely. Energy constraints limit the characteristics of density variation associated with atmospheric turbulence.
The consequence of this is that high order Zernike terms are generally weaker, and certain terms are correlated
due to constraints of the Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulence.18,19

Following the method described in simulations by Roddier,20 we are able to generate Zernike coefficients
satisfying the observed distribution. We first computed the correlation matrix C of the coefficients. It can be
verified that C is Hermitian, and therefore there must exist a unitary matrix U such that U ·C ·U−1 is diagonal,
which gives us the correlation matrix for independent random Karhunen-Loêve coefficients. A singular value
decomposition is performed to find such a U. A minor fix to rearrange the basis of C such that the new matrix
is block diagonal is performed to avoid eigenvalue problems. This allows us to generate the Karhunen-Loêve
coefficients first and then convert back to Zernike coefficients for simulating atmospheric turbulence.

2.2 Architecture of neural network
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Figure 2. Neural network architecture. Each convolutional layer (Conv2D) has 64 channels of three by three filters, and
uses ‘same padding’. The first two residual blocks use max pooling (MP) and the last uses average pooling (AP). Adam
optimizer is used.

Details of the neural network are shown in Fig. 2. In-focus and out-of-focus images are simultaneously
captured, on different regions of a single camera. The neural network takes camera intensity images as the input.
In order to extract information about different image features, filter matrices are convolved with 2D image data
in convolutional layers (Conv2D). One convolutional layer is applied immediately after the input, and three
more are embedded in three residual blocks. In each residual block, the input of the block is added to the end
of the convolutional layer. This allows each block to skip some intermediary connections and the gradient to
propagate back efficiently, tackling the vanishing gradient problem. In the end, fully connected layers are used
to convert feature information into Zernike coefficients. The architecture of the neural network closely follows
the aforementioned simulation work from Moerner’s group.16 However, there are three aspects of our network
that are different: our input is simplified to consist of images at two focal positions instead of five; our image
size is 100 by 100; and we are interested in the first 28 Zernike coefficients. Since the first Zernicke term is an
overall (piston) phase shift and has no effect here, and the second and third are tip and tilt terms that can be
easily estimated using other methods, the output layer of our network has 25 neurons for 25 coefficients.

There are a number of issues associated with the practical implementation of such techniques, which we
highlight and address in this paper. In reality, the neural network is very sensitive to any change in the data
set. For example, if the overall intensity of the images acquired for testing differs from that of the training data
set, the performance of the network degrades significantly. To make our network insensitive to these changes,
acquired images are centered and cropped and the overall intensity is normalized, i.e. image intensities are
divided by the sum of pixel values and multiplied by a fixed factor to compensate for the division.



2.3 Theory of aberration correction control

To perform aberration correction, the system first acquires an image with the camera, then feeds the image to the
neural network, which outputs Zernike coefficients. These coefficients are fed into the GPU algorithm to compute
the correction phase profile and, given the limited phase throw possible on an SLM, displays a phase-wrapped
version of the resulting phase profile on the SLM. After one iteration of correction, a second image is acquired by
the camera. So long as the frame rate of aberration correction is higher than the characteristic rate of temporal
turbulence variation, the system should be able to reduce aberration.

The next acquired image would have the effects of the previous iteration of aberration correction, so the
Zernike coefficients obtained from this image should be added to the previous set of Zernike coefficients, and the
phase profile should be computed accordingly. As time goes on, the validity of previously obtained aberration
profiles decreases because the aberration would have changed. This means that part of the optimization process
involves the determination of a factor that multiplies the previous phase profile. For this reason, we give
exponentially decreasing weights to previous phase profiles. These considerations make real-time aberration
correction a closed-loop control problem.21

The modified control function is:

−→u (t) = Kp

{
−→e (t) +

1

Ti

∫ t

0

−→e (t′)Exp[−λ(t− t′)]dt′
}
, (5)

where −→u is the set of Zernike coefficients for aberration correction, −→e is the set of estimated errors in Zernike
coefficients, and Kp, Ti are gain and integration time, respectively. λ is the decay in the effect of previous errors.
In most adaptive optics control systems, the decay term is not used.21 The decay term proved to be useful in
our application to mitigate large curvatures around the edge of the correction profile where effects are not strong
due to lower light intensity, as imperfect estimates of correction coefficients can conspire to give a flat profile at
the center but accumulate steep phase changes on the edge.

In the computer algorithm, the control is implemented in the following way:

−→u (j) = Kp

{
−→e (j) +

1

Ti

−→
E (j)

}
(6)

−→
E (j) = D

−→
E (j − 1) +−→e (j − 1), (7)

where j is the frame number,
−→
E j reflects, for the jth frame, the (exponentially) weighted sum of previous errors,

and D is a multiplicative constant leading to the decay, related to λ.

3. EXPERIMENT

3.1 Experimental setup

A schematic of our experiment is shown in Fig. 3. A 532 nm green diode laser beam is used, which is spatially
filtered (pinhole is at the object plane) and expanded such that most of the intensity of the beam is contained by
a 1920× 1080 Jasper Display JD955B SLM. The input polarizer and output analyzer of the system are rotated
such that the SLM operates in pure phase modulation mode. The SLM is positioned at the pupil (back focal)
plane of a lens of focal length 750 mm, and a Prosilica EC1280 firewire camera is positioned at the image (front
focal) plane.

To add physical aberration, the laser is passed through a water tank. A thermoelectric (T.E.) device is placed
in water to create density variation as well as slow currents, and a motorized water propelling system is used
to create fast currents if desired. Salt is added to allow further density variation. The focused beam is split,
and the deflected portion of the beam bounces between two mirrors to increase the optical path so that we
simultaneously capture a second intensity image at an out-of-focus plane. The beam splitter and the mirror are
tilted slightly to create spatial separation between the in-focus and out-of-focus images. A neutral density filter
is also placed in the path of the focused beam to compensate for the intensity difference between the two images.
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Figure 3. A prepared input beam is passed through an atmospheric aberration simulator. The resulting aberrated
wavefront is passed on to the phase correction setup.

3.2 Experimental procedure

Instead of using numerical simulations as Tian et al. and Möckl et al.14,16 did, we created experimentally
obtained data set for the training and evaluation of our network. At the data collection stage, the thermoelectric
device and the water propeller are turned off. Following the procedure in Guo et al.,15 we addressed the
SLM using generated aberration phase profiles subject to energy constraints. This directly generated aberrated
intensity images used for our training and testing sets. An advantage of this approach is that it avoids potential
disagreements between idealized simulations and imperfect experimental setups. An important difference between
the system of Guo et al.15 and ours is that we can obtain images at two focal positions at the same time, which
plays a key role when performing real-time aberration correction.

In real applications such as atmospheric aberration correction, phase profiles are not static. Therefore, as a
next step, we utilized the SLM to simulate temporally varying atmospheric turbulence. Again, the estimated
phase from the intensity at a given instant becomes inaccurate as the phase aberration changes. In addition,
control theory needs to be considered as aberration correction interacts with the system. It is therefore important
to examine the performance of the algorithm, experimentally, under temporally varying phase aberration.

So, finally, the algorithm is tested against actual physical turbulence aberration. Again, to generate observable
turbulence, temporal density variation is created by adding salt to the water and turning on a thermoelectric
device and water propeller.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Algorithm training results

100,000 pairs of images are acquired from displaying random aberration profiles onto the SLM. The neural
network is trained for multiple epochs. To test the validity of the model, we examine the differences between
newly generated (unseen by the network during training or validation) Zernike coefficients that cause aberration
and their corresponding prediction results. The randomly generated phase profile is displayed on the SLM, and
an image is then acquired and used to predict the aberration coefficients. The prediction result is subtracted
from the generated coefficients to obtain the residue coefficients. These coefficients are used to compute the



residue phase aberration which is then displayed onto the SLM. A simulated corrected point spread function
(PSF) is finally obtained by taking an image. Fig. 4a shows some snapshots of corrected and uncorrected PSFs.

To quantify the effects of aberration correction, we also compare the variances of the uncorrected Zernike
coefficients and the residue coefficients after correction. Fig. 4b shows their variances. Variances are calculated
from 100 randomly generated aberrations. A clear reduction in variance after aberration correction indicates the
success of the model, and also illustrates that the correction is most effective for smaller Noll indices with larger
variance.

Figure 4. a) Some snapshots of uncorrected PSFs compared to corrected PSFs. b) Simulated variances of Zernike
coefficients before and after aberration correction. The horizontal axis is the Noll index of Zernike polynomials, and
the vertical axis is the variance of the polynomial coefficients. The blue line corresponds to the randomly generated
coefficients, and the orange line corresponds to the residue of the coefficients after subtracting the prediction results.

4.2 Simulated aberration correction results

We examine the standard deviation of the PSF in pixels before and after aberration correction. To simulate
temporally varying phase aberration, we generate temporally varying Zernike coefficients satisfying energy con-
straints as discussed earlier. Previous literature discussed using a random walk algorithm to generate temporal
correlation between Zernike coefficients,22,23 and a simpler method of using the spline technique to connect
random independent Karhunen-Loeve polynomials.24 For our purposes, it is sufficient to simply accumulate the
independently Gaussian distributed Karhuen-Loeve coefficients. In our simulation, we reduce the coefficients in
the previous frame to 0.95 of its variance, and add a new set of coefficients with 0.05 of its variance. Choices of
these parameters affect how rapidly evolving turbulence is relative to the correction rate. The resulting coeffi-
cients are slowly evolving amd Gaussian distributed with a fixed variance across different frames. Aberration is
measured in terms of standard deviations in pixels of the PSFs as shown in Fig. 5. The graph begins with the
start of the algorithm when the PSF has a large spread. The algorithm very rapidly converged, to correct for
the aberration.

4.3 Results on water turbulence aberrated PSFs

To perform real-time aberration correction, the update rate of correction phase profiles needs to be higher than
the rate of change in turbulence. The camera acquisition time is around 20 ms per frame. With an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 750 Ti graphics card and an AMD FX-6300 six-core processor, the neural network prediction
time is 10 ms and the phase profile GPU calculation time is 7 ms. Including all other computational steps, the
time for each frame is about 50 ms. We have demonstrated a correction rate of 20 frames per second (fps), but
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Figure 5. Standard deviation of PSFs before and after aberration correction. An undisturbed beam PSF standard deviation
is shown for reference. The measurement of standard deviation for simulated aberration (this figure) is implemented
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the time constant of the liquid crystal solution within the SLM means that higher correction rates will be less
effective.
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Figure 6. This figure shows data collected with water aberration. To obtain data both when correction is applied
and not, two separate runs are used. Therefore, aberration between the two data sets is not temporally correlated. a)
Time variation in beam width given by the standard deviation for corrected and uncorrected cases. Each data point is
averaged over ten frames. b) Distribution of beam width: it can be seen clearly that the overall beam spread as a result
of aberration is mitigated by applying the algorithm.

Fig. 6 shows the experimental performance of the aberration correction algorithm. Fig. 6a indicates that
there is an overall reduction in the spread of the beam. Fig. 6b is a histogram of beam width, further confirming
the aforementioned observation.

However, by examining the video files of the laser beam acquired under water aberration with and without
correction, we find that the correction algorithm suffers from instability. Oscillatory behavior is clearly observed
where the algorithm overcorrects. This is a consequence of the delay of SLM response. On average, it takes 4
frames for the SLM to fully change to a new configuration. This reduces the effective aberration correction rate
significantly, and limits the performance of the algorithm. Better image displaying, SLM addressing and camera
acquisition synchronization, as well as faster hardware, should address the problem. The simple inclusion of



a differential term does not solve this problem effectively, possibly because incorrect estimates of the Zernike
coefficients get amplified in this algorithm.

5. CONCLUSION

We demonstrated that the neural network-based technique for wavefront correction works on real physical sys-
tems. However, there are several drawbacks that we encountered during the evaluation of the network on physical
systems.

The first challenge is the spatial intensity variation of the beam on the SLM active area. Aberration happens
before the SLM plane, and the complex optical field can have amplitude variations upon arriving to the SLM
plane. The training set of the algorithm assumes no intensity variation and hence cannot take this fact into
account. This can lead to incorrect estimates of Zernike coefficients since the resulting Fourier transform observed
by the camera would be affected by this variation, and possibly worsen the phase profile in the end. Algorithms
using the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor4 directly measure the wavefront and do not suffer from this problem.
Other wavefront-sensorless algorithms such as the stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD)5 are feedback
based and do not make direct guesses of Zernike coefficients, hence are unaffected by this issue as well. Including
this effect in the training set, using more images at different focal positions and merging the algorithm with a
model-free search algorithm might mitigate this drawback.

The second challenge in real applications lies in increasing the frame rate even further since atmospheric
turbulence evolves much faster. By acquiring smaller pictures and using a faster CPU, GPU, camera, and SLM,
a moderate speed up can be achieved. Better synchronization between the computer, SLM and camera is critical
as well. Deploying the algorithm to a binary executable can also contribute. Previous literature also implemented
a deconvolutional neural network that outputs phase profiles directly, skipping the step of computing the profile
from Zernike polynomials altogether.15 The advantages of this architecture are shorter computation time and a
smaller inaccuracy due to truncation of high order Zernike polynomials.

The third challenge is the stability of the correction algorithm. Incorrect estimation leads to an increase in
distortion. Unlike in control problems where the error is a scalar (e.g. temperature, position), the estimation
of a correction vector is harder, and summing incorrect estimates to the integral term leads to a lasting effect.
Moreover, the statistics of the remaining wavefront after correction might be different from the uncorrected
wavefront, which means a different training set should be used for optimal behavior of the network. The residual
statistics could depend on the ratio of the rate of correction and the time scale of temporal turbulence variation.
An iterative process of training a network and simulating its residual and training another network for the residual
could be used to eventually find a network with comparable statistics before and after correction. Working only
with Karhunen-Loeve coefficients as the output of the network might be desirable in order to avoid dealing with
cross-correlations between coefficients.

The fourth challenge is the deployability of the model to different physical systems. The algorithm is trained
in a specific situation, and is sensitive to small variations in data selected. Imperfections in the optical systems
and the brightness and width of received beams are all fixed during the training process. Out of focus intensity
images are especially sensitive to variations between physical setups, and that gives a reason to use fewer images at
different focal positions. Slight alterations in these characteristics result in an unusable algorithm. Augmentation
of the training set is necessary to improve the generalizability of the neural network, possibly by intensity and
beam size variations through normalization and rescaling of images.
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